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By W. S. Merwin

University of South Carolina Press, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Poet and environmentalist Merwin, W. S.moved to
Hawaii in 1976 and has spent the last thirty years planting nineteen acres with more than eight
hundred species of palm, creating a lush, sustainable forest on a former pineapple plantation built
atop a dormant volcano on the island of Maui. Now the Merwin Conservancy, this land has served
as Merwin s muse and his passion, appearing as a consistent subject of his poems and his germinal
essays on conservation. What Is a Garden? collects eight of Merwin s poems and three of his essays
emblematic of his palm garden writings from the 1980s to the present and presents them alongside
photographer Larry Cameron s spectacular images of Merwin s garden, all taken between 2013 and
2014. These photographs lure readers deep into the vast expanse of Merwin s palm garden and
offer unprecedented glimpses into this private exotic landscape as a visual feast for the viewer, rich
with insights into the spirit of the place that has most directly inspired Merwin s garden poetry.
Cameron first met Merwin in the...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom I found out this book from my dad
and i advised this publication to find out.
-- Arely Rath-- Arely Rath

I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to be enhance as soon as you total
reading this ebook.
-- Nya Bechtelar-- Nya Bechtelar
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